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Charmless B hadrons decays offer rich opportunities to test the Stan-
dard Model. CP violation in charmless charged two-body and three-body
B decays provides ways to measure the CKM angle γ and to search for
New Physics. Also, vector-vector final states provide additional interest-
ing observables. Hereby, we present the latest LHCb results on hadronic
charmless B decays putting emphasis on the direct CP violation measure-
ments.
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1 Introduction
Charmless b-hadron decays are a testing ground for the Standard Model as they have
contributions from Tree and Penguin diagrams and CP violation may arise from the
interference of both. In particular, the measurement of CP violation observables,
as well as branching ratio measurements, can lead to an improvement of the CKM
matrix elements. Here, we report the latest analysis performed on charmless B decays
by the LHCb detector [1].
2 CP violation in the charmless B0(s) → K±pi∓
The B0 → K±pi∓ and B0s → pi±K∓ decays can be used for the measurement of direct
CP violation by looking at the so-called CP asymmetry which can be defined looking
at the decay rates of the self-tagged modes as
ACP (B
0 → K+pi−) = Γ(B
0 → K−pi+)− Γ(B0 → K+pi−)
Γ(B
0 → K−pi+) + Γ(B0 → K+pi−)
.
This asymmetry has been recently measured by the LHCb with 1 fb−1 of data
at center-of-mass energy 7 TeV [2]. After an efficient selection which takes into
account different optimizations for B0 and B0s modes, the signal candidates are used
to measure the raw asymmetry which are later corrected for detection and production
asymmetries. Their measured CP asymmetries are
ACP (B
0 → K+pi−) = −0.080± 0.007(stat)± 0.003(syst)
ACP (B
0
s → pi+K−) = 0.27± 0.04(stat)± 0.01(syst)
being the most precise measurement (10.5σ) of CP violation in B0 → K±pi∓ and the
first observation (6.5σ) of CP violation in B0s decays.
3 CP violation on B± → h±h+h−
Charmless three-body decays are dominated by processes involving intermediate res-
onances, and thus, rich interference patterns may arise. After the first evidence of
CP violation in B± → h±h+h− [3, 4], an update of the analysis is performed with
3 fb−1 [5] with the aim of measuring CP violation inclusively but also in the phase
space by looking for CP violation asymmetries in local regions of the Dalitz plot.
New selection criteria including a multivariate technique and new particle identifi-
cation variables are used. The signal candidates are extracted from an unbinned max-
imum likelihood fit to the mass spectra of the selected candidates: B± → K±pi+pi−,
B± → K±K+K−, B± → pi±pi+pi− and B± → pi±K+K−. After including the effects
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induced by the detector and for the B meson production asymmetry and correcting
for the acceptance to take into account the non uniformity of the efficiencies, the CP
violation asymmetries were measured to be
ACP (B
± → K±pi+pi−) = +0.025± 0.004(stat)± 0.004(syst)± 0.007(ACP (J/ψK))
ACP (B
± → K±K+K−) = −0.036± 0.004(stat)± 0.002(syst)± 0.007(ACP (J/ψK))
ACP (B
± → pi±pi+pi−) = +0.058± 0.008(stat)± 0.009(syst)± 0.007(ACP (J/ψK))
ACP (B
± → K±K+K−) = −0.123± 0.017(stat)± 0.012(syst)± 0.007(ACP (J/ψK)).
To study the CP asymmetries in local regions of the Dalitz plots, an adaptative
binning to keep the same events per bin was developed; the background was sub-
stracted using sWeights [6] and corrections were applied to take into account accep-
tance effects. Large local raw asymmetries in certain regions of the phase space were
observed. The projections on the mhh divided according to the sign of the cosine of
the angle between the momenta of the unpair hadron and the resonant daughter with
the same-sign charge (θp) were also studied, as seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Yields and asymmetries for B± → pi±pi+pi−when cos θp < 0 as a function of mpipi.
The charge asymmetry sign flip near the resonance seems to indicate a dominance
of the long-distance interference. In addition, negative and positive charge asymme-
tries are also found in the rescattering (pipi ↔ KK) region defined between 1 < (mpipi
or mKK) < 1.5 GeV/c
2.
4 First evidence of CPV in baryonic B decays
The B± → pph± decays are studied to look for CP violation in baryonic modes
on the full 3 fb−1 sample produced in LHCb run I [7]. The yields are extracted
with an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the B± → ppK± and B± → pppi± candi-
dates. The Dalitz plots were studied after substracting the background using sWeights
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and after correcting for acceptance effects, observing clear evidences of the charmo-
nium resonances (J/ψ, ψ(2S) and ηc), an enhancement at low m
2
pp and some hints of
Λ(1520)→ pK−, for which the branching ratio was computed using B± → JψK± as
control channel, obtaining
BR(B± → Λ(1520)(→ pK−)p) = (3.15± 0.48(stat)± 0.07(syst)± 0.26(B0 → J/ψK∗))× 10−7.
The B± → pph± dynamics are studied below the charmonium threshold region
(mpp < 2.85 GeV/c
2), the acceptance-corrected distribution of the cosine of the he-
licity angle θp shows opposite behaviour of the two modes, which can be generated
by non-resonant scattering. This distribution can be used to compute the forward
backward asymmetry
AFB(ppK
± < 2.85 GeV/c2) = +0.495± 0.012(stat)± 0.007(syst)
AFB(pppi
± < 2.85 GeV/c2) = −0.409± 0.033(stat)± 0.006(syst).
For B± → ppK± the Dalitz plane was obtained, observing negative and positive CP
asymmetries in different regions of the phase space as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Dalitz plot and CP raw asymmetry for B± → ppK±.
For the region mpp < 2.85 GeV/c
2 and m2Kp > 10 GeV
2/c4 a 4σ evidence of CPV
is found, being the first evidence of CP violation in baryonic B decays. The CP
asymmetry is measured to be
ACP (ppK
±,mpp < 2.85 GeV/c2,m2Kp > 10 GeV
2/c4) = 0.096± 0.024(stat)± 0.004(syst).
5 Polarization and CP asymmetries on B0 → φK∗
According to the SM, the B0 → φK∗(892)0 proceeds mainly via a gluonic penguin
diagram, and thus, it is sensitive to new physics as new contribution may arise inside
the loop.
3
A simultaneous mass and angular analysis is performed on the B0 → φK∗(892)0
and their decay products with 1 fb−1 of data [8]. Polarization amplitudes and phases
are measured being longitudinal and transverse components of roughly equal ampli-
tudes and their CP asymmetries compatible with zero as shown in Table 1.
Parameter LHCb
fL 0.497 ± 0.019 ± 0.015
f⊥ 0.221 ± 0.016 ± 0.013
δ⊥ 2.633 ± 0.062 ± 0.037
δ‖ 2.562 ± 0.069 ± 0.040
CP parameter LHCb
A0CP -0.003 ± 0.038 ± 0.005
A⊥CP +0.047 ± 0.072 ± 0.009
δ⊥CP +0.062 ± 0.062 ± 0.006
δ
‖
CP +0.045 ± 0.068 ± 0.015
Table 1: Parameters measured in the angular analysis. The first and second uncertainties
are statistical and systematic, respectively.
The direct CP asymmetry rate is measured with respect to the B0 → J/ψK∗ chan-
nel. ∆ACP = (+1.5± 3.2± 0.5)% is consistent with zero and the most precise mea-
surement up to date.
6 Conclusions
A short review on the latest LHCb results on charmless 2- and 3-body decays is
presented. The most precise CP violation in B0 → K±pi∓ has been obtained as
well as the first evidence of CP violation in B0s decays. In the B
± → h±h+h− and
B± → ppK± channels, a large CP asymmetry has been found in regions of the Dalitz
which do not correspond to resonant contributions, including the first evidence of
CP violation in baryonic B decays. For the B0 → φK∗(892)0 equal longitudinal and
transversal polarization are obtained with CP asymmetries compatible with zero.
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